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WHAT’S ON 
YOUR MIND 

#myhealthmyrights
#bemorebear

COURTESY OF

Thank you to our friends at the SeeMe Project for sharing this activity with us. To find out more about the  
SeeMe and what they do visit https://www.seemescotland.org/young-people/whats-on-your-mind/

These circles contain words that help describe thoughts and feelings. 
Colour them in with colours that you feel match the word.

Sharing two minutes of 
your time with someone 
can make the difference 

& change their life

Find someone you feel you can trust and plan what 
you want to speak about.

Decide what you are comfortable talking about rather 
than opening up too much before you feel ready.

Take it one step at a time, don’t be scared. Talk sooner 
rather than later.

1.

2.

3.

MANAGING WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND:
It's okay not  
to be okay

friendly

 Find someone who is  Everyone has mental health; it affects  
all aspects of your life. It’s okay to talk 
about what’s going on inside your head. 
Mental health is as important to consider 
as physical health, it is part of everyday 
life so don’t be afraid to talk about it.  

 Managing what’s on your mind  

 What’s this for?  
This card is to help you to talk about mental health and get the help and support 
you need. It has information on where, how and who to get support from with 
mental health. 

There are no right or wrong things to feel, people all feel different things at 
different times and lots of things can affect this; from family life to school and 
work. Sometimes people can get a bit overwhelmed and the best thing they can 
do is to find someone who will listen and help them get support. You can use  
this card to start a conversation with a friend, family member or when contacting 
one of the places listed overleaf to get support. 

 When you feel that you’re ready  

Try and eat regular, 
healthy meals and  
get plenty of sleep

laid back 
a good 
listener

caring clear 

understanding

empathetic 

informed 

non judgemental 

help!

Try keeping a diary, 
notebook or blog on 
how you are feeling 

Listen to music, 
draw, scribble  

or colour in

Stay active,  
go for a run,  
jog or walk

Be realistic,  
it’s okay not  
to be perfect

Spend time  
with friends

Ask for 
help

respectful

I’M 
PERFECTLY 

IMPERFECT

STEP 1 
Find someone you  
feel you can trust  
and plan what you 
want to speak about. 

STEP 2 
Decide what you are 
comfortable talking 
about rather than 
opening up too much 
before you feel ready.

STEP 3 
Take it one step at a 
time, don’t be scared.  
Talk sooner rather 
than later.

You might not find 
the right person to 

talk to straight away 
so keep trying 

Sharing  
two minutes of  
your time with  

someone can make  
the difference &  
change their life 
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confused

tired

nervous

embarrassed

bored

disrespected fed up

sad

frustrated

crying touchyanxious

uneasy

pressured weakA bit too much

respected

worried

left out

happy in control
includedrespected relaxed motivated

friendly

hopeful
appreciated

loved

managing

cheery

valued

positive 

excited

quiet

stressed 
withdrawn

calm

lonely helpless

struggling

abandoned

low empty

invisible

unhappy
overwhelmed

fragile

depressed

powerless
worthlessscared

annoyedalone

ignored

active safe

guilty 

grumpy

rested

exhausted

coping

on edge

angry

try keeping a diary or blog 
on how you are feeling

spend time with friends

listen to music, draw or 
colour in

ask for help

stay active and eat healthy

be realistic – it’s okay to not 
be perfect


